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Abstract: 
 
Generally, it is well known that implementing national public policies at the local 
arena is often characterized by conflicts with significant show of power-play. This is 
especially the case for policies on natural resource exploitation as various actors 
(both at local, national and sometimes international) often have vested interests. The 
literature on both natural resource policy implementation and conflicts is very rich 
with power occupying a center stage. Whiles there has been larger public and 
scholarly interest in understanding power-play in commons’ governance, there is 
little knowledge on the subject, especially with regards to systematic inquiry into how 
the various actors empower themselves and under what conditions they have been 
effective or otherwise. More recently, the notion of actor-empowerment has emerged 
as an analytical concept to study the role of power in conflicts. Actor-empowerment 
refers to the process through which actors in conflicts mobilize resources to 
undertake strategies of influence in order to achieve the capability to manage 
experienced impairments caused by other actors.  
 
The paper discusses empirical observations of actor-empowerment in conflicts 
related to forest-mining policy in Ghana and draw lessons for how commons 
resource governance can be improved. The paper argues that interventions in 
commons’ governance must focus on building actor conflict capabilities to assess 
critical power resources and create influence boundaries to interlock actor interests. 
In the studied case, traditional legitimacy, political legitimacy and access to 
economic resources for example were identified as critical for actor effectiveness in 
conflict management. However, the paper will introduce another dimension of 
effectiveness, episodic effectiveness, which is also crucial in governing resource 
conflicts. The recommendations are premised on two important. First, those policies 
on commons exploitation are often embedded in complex and plural systems of 
ownership, tenure and access rights. Second, that resource governance is aimed at 
achieving social justice, democracy and accountability in the policy landscape.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Introduction 
 
Management of common resources characteristic of conflicts 
 
Power-play central 
 
Understanding power-play is important for improving the governance these conflicts 
This means understanding the resources and strategies that actors use to exercise 
influence in order to deal with conflict situations. This requires an approach that 
enables one to assess the effectiveness of actions 
Effectiveness meaning ability to cause opponents to withdraw or stop impairing 
behaviour or accommodating  
This naturally requires an application of a conflict model that allows one to 
systematically follow actions and responses over time 
Marfo has criticised existing narrative models of conflict as weak in helping one to 
meet these requirements and to grasp power-play (2006),  
Instead they have proposed and applied the two-actor game model of conflict and 
the actor-empowerment conceptualisation to study the power-play in conflicts 
Applying this model to study cases of forest-mining conflicts in Ghana, the paper 
shows that the model is helpful to understanding power in commons resource 
management. In particular, the paper answers two questions: what resources and 
strategies were mobilised and used by actors to achieve management and episodic 
effectiveness in the conflict and what lessons can be learned for designing conflict 
management intervention in commons’ resource governance. First, the paper 
proceeds by explaining the study context and setting, forest-mining conflict in 
Ghana, in brief. It follows with a summary of the conceptual framework introducing 
the two-actor game model and the actor-empowerment framework. The 
methodology for the empirical investigation is briefly presented followed by 
observations on the key questions. The empirical results to help answer the first 
question are given in the results session while the analytical discussion to answer 
the second question is given in the conclusions session.  
 
Forest mining conflicts in Ghana 
Ghana, formerly called the Gold Coast, is a country in the western coast of Africa 
rich with both tropical high forest and mineral resources. Whiles mineral export, 
mainly gold, is the highest foreign exchange earner (40%), timber export is the third 
highest export commodity. Geographically, most of the mineral-containing rocks are 
located in the high forest zone of Ghana, making mineral exploitation and forest 
conservation incompatible land use systems. This land use conflict is more 
pronounced in areas officially gazetted as forest reserves which are managed for 
forest, biodiversity, environmental and landscape conservation. Ghana has over 200 
forest reserves with strict management rules and regulated access and disturbance 
controls. In the 1990s, as part of government’s efforts to harness natural resource 
exploitation to boost economic development, the government allowed mineral 
prospecting in some reserves. This resulted in the identification of commercial 
deposit of mineral resources in some forest reserves. The private investors begun to 



put pressure on government to relax forest laws and regulations to allow them 
undertake commercial mining to bring the wealth hidden under the forests out.  
This generated conflicts at the national level as well as in the areas where these 
forests are located. 
At the national level, the conflicts centred on efforts by proponents to sponsor pro-
mining policy and regulation and efforts by opponents to block such attempts. The 
main actors were politicians, prospective mining companies and their associations, 
the media, environmental NGOs, donors, relevant public institutions for forestry, 
mining and environmental protection and organised civil society groups, both in 
Ghana and outside. At the FR areas, the conflicts centred on efforts to gain the 
support of the relevant public institutions, traditional and local government authorities 
by the proponent and the resistance thereof by the opponents. The FR area conflicts 
occurred within the context of the implementation of the procedures for obtaining 
environmental and mining permits which required a proof of sound social and 
environmental impact mitigation programmes, and to some extent the consent of the 
local communities. The main actors were national NGOs, community activists, 
traditional authorities (Chiefs), local government bodies, prospective mining 
companies and the media. 
 
The political structures at the local areas in Ghana involve the local government and 
traditional authorities. Ghana has a decentralized local political administration in 
which the central government is represented by the District Chief Executive (DCE) 
who is appointed by the President in accordance with the 1992 Constitution (Art. 
240). In addition to the DCE, other elected and appointed members from the 
electoral areas in the district constitute the District Assembly (DA) which is the 
highest political authority in the district with deliberative, legislative and executive 
powers. Typically, each community (village or town) may be represented by one or 
more elected persons, depending on the number of electoral areas in the 
community, to represent it in the District Assembly, hence the common title 
‘Assemblyman’. At the community level, the Assemblyman in addition to other 
elected and government-appointed people, all from the community, form the unit 
committee (UC), which is the central government’s political unit at the community 
level. 
 
Typically, areas in the high forest zone are categorized into traditional areas headed 
by a Paramount chief or Omanhene (literally meaning the chief of the state).  A 
traditional area is an area within which a paramount chief exercised jurisdiction1 (The 
Chieftaincy Act, 1961, Act 81). Therefore, traditional areas are not predefined and 
not linked with state district administrative boundaries but their creation is contingent 
on the existence of a paramount chief. Hence, traditional areas continue to be 
created even till today. Typically, a traditional area consists of towns and villages 

                                                 
1
 The exception is the Asanteman, which is headed by a super-paramount chief who is also the King of 

Asanteman called the Asantehene. Asanteman is the geographical entity for all territories that fall under the 

Asantehene. This includes the whole of Ashanti and part of Brong Ahafo Regions of Ghana. 

 
 



with each community having its own chief. Such Chiefs are subordinate to the 
Paramount Chief. The statuses of these chiefs are not the same; they follow some 
hierarchy. The lowest status is called the Odikoro, a caretaker chief who is normally 
appointed as a traditional leader in a village by the chief who owns the land of the 
village. Next on the hierarchy is the Apakanhene (palanquin chief literally meaning 
the chief who is qualified to sit in a palanquin) or commonly known as ‘Ohene’ or 
chief. A palanquin chief occupies a stool with its own stool lands. The Paramount 
chief and all the sub-chiefs (both palanquin chiefs and caretaker chiefs) and their 
elders in a traditional area constitute the traditional council, which is presided over 
by the Omanhene. The various paramount chiefs in specific administrative regions 
form the Regional House of Chiefs and five elected members from each regional 
house of chiefs in turn form the National House of Chiefs (Art 271 of 1992 
Constitution). The implication is that only paramount chiefs qualify to belong to a 
house of chiefs. Every chief, notwithstanding his status, has councillors who advise 
him on the discharge of his duties. They participate in certain acts (which are invalid 
without their consent) particularly the alienation of stool land and participate in the 
chief’s election and removal from office (Woodman, 1996). Customarily, all the land 
in a traditional area is under the paramount stool. 
 
‘Any transaction purporting to alienate or pledge any stool property shall be voidable unless made or 
entered into with the consent of the Traditional Council concerned (The Chieftaincy Act, Act 370 art. 
37) 

 
Conceptual framework 
 
Methodology 
In following the conflict, key events which could be followed and around which 
relevant accounts of actor actions and strategies could be captured were 
ascertained using the institutional procedures for granting mining permits, 
particularly the Public Hearing. This approach is taken because if any decision 
regarding the allocation of mining permit will be taken, these requirements are likely 
to be the observable event spots that all actors were likely to influence in order to 
pursue their agenda in the conflict. In a similar environmental conflict study, 
Suryamato and Umemoto (2005) observed that the ‘Environmental Impact 
Assessment (EIA) process is often the focal point where the concerns of multiple 
stakeholders formally converge and where conflict can become muscle-bound as 
disputing parties mobilise resources to influence decision makers’ (: 755).  

 
As elaborated in chapter 3, actor-narratives, media and documentary analysis and 
observation were used as data collection techniques. The actor narratives focussed 
on informants such as company community-relationship officers, chiefs, district 
forestry, mining officers and community opinion leaders who could give ‘official’ 
positions as ‘representatives’ of specific actors. Informal conversations with others 



such community members and field technical officers were also made to cross check 
official information and gain a perspective of the entire discourse on the ground2.  
 

Table 5 .1 summary of informant sources for data collection 
Case study 
area 

informants 

R1 All 3 paramount chiefs with claims over ownership rights 
2 sub-chiefs actively involved in conflict 
company’s community-relation officer 
3 District forestry officials including District Manager 
1 top national forestry officer 
12 anonymous community members  

R2 District Forestry Manager 
3 community activists 
1 Assemblyman involved in the conflict 
2 officials of a leading community-based NGO involved with 
mining and community conflicts 
 

R3 District Forestry Manager 
Company community-relations officer 
3 representatives of paramount and opposing chiefs 
2 anonymous youth activist 

 
The documents that were analysed were mainly relevant company correspondence 
and annual project report (2003) obtained from company websites in case of R1. 
Data was also obtained from the media coverage and press releases of some of the 
local actions.  
 

Table 5.2 summary of media sources for data collection 
Case study area media 
R1 Ghanaian Times (May 9 & 12, 2003), Daily Graphic (January 

27, 2004), company website (withheld) 
R2 5 press releases at www.twnafrica.org/news 
R3 - 

 *media publications in national debate also captured aspects of reserve-level conflicts 

 
Finally, owing to the importance of Public Hearing3, as the official process at the 
local level for stakeholders and the general public to submit grievances on such 
projects, the Researcher participated in the respective hearings in all cases, 
carefully observing and following both content and style of the discussions.  
 

Table 5.3 summary of data collection from observations 
Case study area informants 
R1 2 Public hearing meetings, 2003 

community durbar with government delegation, January 2003 

                                                 
2
 Informal interactions with lower-level informants such as palace servants and technical forestry officers were 

very useful in providing detailed insights and ‘gossips’. 
3
 By regulation (L.I. 1652 of 1999), projects with adverse public reaction, or involving dislocation, relocation 

and resettlement of people and with extensive environmental effects are expected to have a public hearing at the 

location of the project where key stakeholders can officially register their grievances. This is organised by a 

public agency (Environmental Protection Agency).   



R2 1 Public hearing, 2003 
R3 2 Public hearings, 2004 

 
Results: observing actor-empowerment effectiveness 
 
Discussion and conclusion: implications for governing conflicts  
 
Focus 
Commons resources are under pressure for exploitation including changes in 
landuse system, e. g mining, farming and infrastructural projects 
This means that communities may no longer have access to the resources for 
traditional uses and benefits 
How new benefits are arranged is problematic resulting in conflicts: original users 
and right holders want to maintain benefits and the new developments may 
introduce dynamics that require that others are brought to the benefit sharing 
scheme 
As a conflict phenomenon, power is central 
How policy makers and practitioners can govern such commons’ transition 
processes in order to ensure the conflicts are regulated within constructive limits is 
challenging. Particularly, how official processes are structures to ensure the 
representation of diverse stakeholders and their interests, provide open platform for 
them to negotiate cost and benefits resulting from the exploitation and monitor such 
outcomes are crucial. Unfortunately, as an arena of power-play, this area of 
commons governance in natural resource context has not been well studied.  
The paper draws lessons from three case studies in Ghana where forest reserves 
were proposed to be put under mineral exploration and mining. The paper focuses 
on the official intervention processes and how actors’ mobilised discursive resources 
to empower themselves to represent their interest. 
 
The Public Hearing and the Legitimisation of claims 

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT REGULATIONS 1999 

 
Public hearing  

17. (1) The Agency shall hold a public hearing in respect of an application where -  

a. upon a notice issued under regulation 16 there appears 
to be great adverse public reaction to the 
commencement of the proposed undertaking;  

b. the undertaking will involve the dislocation, relocation or 
resettlement of communities; or  

c. the Agency considers that the undertaking could have 
extensive and far reaching effect on the environment.  



1. For the purpose of conducting a public hearing the Agency shall 
appoint a panel composed of not less than three persons and not more 
than five persons.  

1. At least a third of the panel members shall be residents of the 
geographical area of the proposed undertaking and shall reflect 
representation of varying opinions, if any, on the subject of the hearing.  

2. The chairman of the panel shall be appointed by the Agency from 
among the members but shall not be a resident of the locality of the 
proposed undertaking.  

   
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT REGULATIONS, 1999 

(5) The panel shall hear such persons and bodies that will make submissions to it; 
shall consider all submissions made to it and make its recommendations in writing to 
the Agency within a period of not less than 15 days from the date it starts hearing 
representations.  
 
Summary of episodes 
The forest reserve in question was constituted by law in the general scheme of 
forest protection devised in the interests of agriculture, maintenance of water supply 
and watershed protection and future timber and firewood requirements of the people 
(District forestry office). The reserve, hither to the conflict, fell under two traditional 
councils, meaning two paramount chiefs were the owners. Following the mineral 
exploration prospecting of a prospective mining company, it was shown that a 
substantial amount (about 85%) of gold resources for the project was identified in 
the reserve. However, under the current management scheme, there is a ban and 
complete prohibition of timber and other physical interventions in the whole of the 
reserve. Incidentally, this forest reserve has a history of ‘illegal’ invasion by farmers 
for cocoa plantations. There had been several attempts, sometime ago, by 
government to evict the invaders using force4. This generated intense conflict 
between the farmers and the state forestry agency. Therefore, the prospect of 
mining in the reserve was another issue which had several social, political and 
ecological implications.  
 
The proponents included a multi-national mining company, one of the paramount 
chiefs who ‘own’ the reserve and other chiefs. The opponents were mainly the 
paramount chief who also ‘owns’ the other portion (bigger) of the reserve and some 
of his sub-chiefs and their farming communities 
 
Dp1 
After identifying commercial quantities of gold-bearing rocks from a mineral 
exploration, the proponent initiated the process for obtaining mining permit from the 
relevant state agencies.  The leading opponent expressed opposition to any mining 

                                                 
4
 This reserve fall under those areas which were earmarked for the ‘Operation Halt’.  



activities in the forest reserves. From 2002, the company reported of Government’s 
support for the project. 
 
‘…has received approval to fast-track the environmental impact statement (EIS) and has also been 
notified by the relevant state agency that the Mining Lease Application will be fast-tracked’…we plan 
to move ahead as swiftly as possible to commence work on initial stage of EIS, the Scoping study 
and terms of reference for the project later this month’ (Company report, 2002)  

 
With growing imminence of a mining project being cited in the hometown of the 
Ghanaian counterpart investor, the opponents maintained their opposition to the 
project. With a growing tension, the prospecting was shifted from the part of the 
reserve which is owned by the opponent to the main reserve which is owned by the 
proponent paramount chief. 
 
It is important to note that if mining in the reserve was going to be economically 
profitable, the mining in the portion belonging to the opponent (paramount chief) was 
indispensable as he owned a larger portion of the reserve.  
 
The proponents demanded that the stool of the community where the company is to 
be cited be elevated to a paramount status. Though this was resisted through 
litigation, the proponents succeeded to mobilise the relevant institution to elevate the 
chief to a paramount status 
 
This elevation had significant implications to the conflict. First, as a paramount chief, 
the proponent becomes ‘autonomous’ and gains independence from the formal 
traditional council and does not any longer ‘serve under’ the opponent paramount 
chief. Second, this meant he had equal traditional status with the opponent, which 
gives him similar political and traditional legitimacy (authority) in decisions 
concerning land use and management in the area including the forest reserves.  
 
The opponents petitioned several high-level political figures including the President 
of Ghana and some Ministers not to allow mining in the reserves. These petitions in 
addition to national level anti-mining advocacy provoked a high-level government 
fact-finding mission to the reserve area. The proponents organised a community 
durbar to interact with the government ministerial delegation and the traditional 
authorities spoke for their people in support for the project. The opponents boycotted 
this meeting. This ministerial visit and the accompanying statements by the Ministers 
gave some assurance that government was in favour of the project. This observation 
further impaired the opponent chiefs.  
 
“Government will listen to the plea of the chiefs and people of this area to enable the company to take 
off successfully” (Minister’s statement reported by press, 2003) 

 
The opponents petitioned a prominent donor group asking them to stop government 
from allowing mining in their forest reserves, citing cultural, procedural and social 
and environmental impact reasons. 
 



The opponents followed their actions with a press conference calling on government 
not to grant mining permit to the Proponent Company citing lack of proper 
consultation, environmental and cultural reasons. This received wide national print 
media coverage. 
Owing to the emerging public concerns about mining in the forest reserve, a Public 
Hearing was organised by a responsible state agency in accordance with the 
regulations on EIA 
 
The proponents demanded the public hearing (PH) to be hosted in the location of 
the company. This location was the territory of proponents as the chief was the one 
whose status had been elevated as a paramount chief. The opponents rejected this 
and requested the public hearing to be hosted in the district capital which is more 
accessible to many of the communities and also to people coming from other areas. 
Besides, given the declared position of the chief and people of the proposed 
community (which was quite remote and in the heart of the forest reserve), they 
argued that a neutral ground was needed for open discussions. The PH finally took 
place at the community requested by the proponents. 
 
The opponents boycotted the public hearing but the proponents mobilised support 
from chiefs and local political leaders and participated and attempted to persuade 
the public and the officials about the immense benefits to be derived from the mining 
project. 
Following a massive support from the chiefs and political leaders in the area for the 
project, the opponents rejected the outcomes and demanded for another public 
hearing on the district capital. This time round the public agency complied and 
organised a second PH in which both proponents and opponents participated. 
 
The proponents organised local politicians to talk with the opposing paramount 
chiefs. They indicated to opponents that their actions were against government’s 
investment drive and that they were making the government unpopular. 
 
“Once government has gone ahead to issue permits, we cannot fight against our own government; 
you know I am known to be a member of the ruling party” (interview of on opposition chief, 2004) 

 
The proponents attempted to persuade opponents to accept the option of a joint 
consultative committee comprising members of both sides to be a standing body to 
dialogue on concerns. The opponents finally accepted this and a joint community 
consultative committee were formed and a leading opponent was made vice-
chairman of the committee. 
 
The proponents issued a report that community support had been secured for the 
project. The opponents, taking advantage of the new situation, negotiated social 
benefits for their communities in order to ensure that they also did gain from the 
project. 
 
“We talked with the company to also provide social amenities for our communities otherwise our 
people will blame us for not taking advantage for development projects from the company, especially 
when they are going to mine on our land” (opposition chief, 2004) 



 
The proponent provided some social benefit to some mining communities and gave 
a wide television coverage staging for example schools with teachers and pupils 
receiving books from company representatives with appreciative gestures. From this 
point the opponents withdrew their anti-project actions 
 
This Reserve was located in a mining area where there had been mining operations 
outside the reserve area for a long time. Prior to the mining prospecting in the 
reserve, there were some local tensions between some communities and the mining 
company. Incidentally, the same company was a leading proponent for the 
prospective project which had operated in the area but seeking further land (which 
falls in the reserve) for mining. There had been several conflicts between some 
communities in the area and the mining company and the studied conflict was 
related to the prospects for further mining in the forest reserve.  
 
Conflict episodes at R2 
The proponent network comprised mainly the mining company and high-status local 
traditional and political leaders. The opponents’ network consisted of mainly local 
anti-mining civil activist, who were part of a larger national-level coalition of NGOs 
and civil society groups against mining.  
 
Some local civil activists, impaired by claims of environmental destruction of the 
proponents’ operations and its associated human rights abuse and economic 
injustices, initiated community mobilization by educating community members about 
the negative effect of mining on their lives. The opposing community formally 
petitioned the proponent through its civil activist and the proponents arrested the civil 
activists on proponent’s corporate premises when the community petition was being 
delivered. Following the arrest, the opponent responded by persuading government 
in a petition to the President to intervene accusing the proponents of human rights 
abuse. By this action, the opponents expanded the geographical scope of the 
conflict by involving national actors. Government responded by directing its local 
representative (District Chief Executive) to handle the situation  
 
The proponents mobilised local political and traditional leaders to cause the leading 
activists to stop their advocacy. This was followed by actions from some proponents 
who accused community activists of causing social tension and unrest. 
This resulted in police arrest of some leading opponents but they were released with 
no charge. Around the same time, public hearing for the project was organised by 
the relevant state agency in one of the mining communities. 
 
Some external NGOs assisted leading activists with the mobilisation of the 
community to prepare them for the pro-mining pressure to mobilise community 
support at the forthcoming public hearing. The proponents mobilised high level 
political and traditional leaders, including the paramount chief of the area, to support 
the project during the public hearing. The proponents also confronted the activists 
during the public hearing and virtually set a rule requiring official permission from the 



local government representative before any advocacy group could enter any mining 
community. Even though some opponents were present at the public hearing, none 
of them was able to confront or counteract the messages of the traditional and 
political leaders to support the project. 
 
A high-status proponent summoned one of the opponents and threatened him to 
stop his anti-mining advocacy. The activist, by tradition, was compelled to render 
apology to the chiefs and elders for petitioning the President and the government on 
human rights issues related to mining. The opponents continued their advocacy, 
condemning proponents as part of their national level campaign. This national level 
advocacy against the proponents at the R2 was responded to with media 
counteraction, labelling NGO opponents’ claims as false accusations. 
 
Given the combined pressure on local activist from the high-level proponent network, 
the national NGO coalition as opponents to the project, intervened by organizing a 
press conference to bring government’s response to local advocacy to the public 
and to condemn pro-mining actions at the community level. The proponents within a 
week held a press conference to react to this public accusation. Not happy with the 
representation of the issues by the company in its press conference, the opponents 
mobilized some youth in the community to demonstrate against the proponents and 
to draw public attention to their situation 
The mobilisation for public demonstration failed as opponents could not secure the 
necessary police permit based on security reasons connected with planned political 
activities in the District. 
 
The proponents using their political agencies responded by attempting to coerce the 
opponents with accusation and cautions. The accusations were framed in a form of 
creating tension in the community. The threats were metaphorically embodied in the 
words of the traditional leader ‘fighting the company is like fighting our people’.  
 
The opponents continued with their advocacy by releasing a press paper in which it 
condemned the local government officials, some traditional leaders and public 
institutions which they thought were pro-mining and supporting the anti-mining 
actions at the communities. They made an explicit call on government to respond to 
the petition of the community. 
 
Following this development, the conflict seemed to have subsided, though one could 
not conclude that the opponents had withdrawn or that the conflict had been 
managed. Rather, the conflict had assumed a form in which the national NGO 
opponents had taken over the role of the local opponents and hence actual conflict 
actions at the local area seemed to have ‘ended’. The proponents continued to issue 
threats such as of police arrest and this seemed to calmed direct anti-mining actions 
in the communities. 
This case involved another local case of mining in a forest reserve. The forest 
reserve in question has an official condition score as ‘mostly degraded’, though it is 
important as a protection reserve. It is surrounded by farming communities who 



depend on community lands for farming. The prospective mining had implications for 
claiming farming lands and some residential cottages. In this case, 13% of the forest 
reserve was estimated to be affected by the mining project. However, it had some 
social relevance as it lay in the catchments of some of the streams that were used 
by some local communities. The reserve fell under the jurisdiction of one traditional 
council. The area had no previous experience with mining and the mining posed a 
land use threat to farming. Most of the mining exploration and mining activities were 
to be done outside the reserve but this meant a huge impact on farmlands. 
 
The proponent network from the beginning of the conflict involved the prospective 
mining company and grew to involve traditional leaders and local politicians. The 
opponent network involved one chief, some youth and some farmers whose 
farmlands were affected during the exploration activities who claimed that 
compensation rates were not adequate.  
 
Conflict episodes 
When the exploration work was started by the mining proponent, aggrieved farmers 
complained to their traditional leader about farm destruction and objected to the 
project. The proponent started embarking on community focus group discussions to 
persuade the community about the viability of the project using hired experts. In the 
process the community offered promises of job opportunities for the youth in the 
catchment’s area and the potential opening up of the area for other economic 
activities. Some aggrieved youth (opponents) revolted as they claimed the 
proponent had failed to fulfil promises for jobs. The proponent mobilised traditional 
leaders to diffuse the protest. The proponent immediately started preparing 
traditional and political leaders to support the project. They used promises for 
material benefits, jobs, development of community infrastructure and organised field 
trips to other mining areas to show them cases of reclaimed mined lands to put away 
their fears 
A public hearing was organised by the responsible public agency in the form of a 
public durbar. Both proponents and opponents participated. Chiefs, Assemblymen 
and members of surrounding communities were transported from their various 
communities to the durbar ground by the proponent.  
 
The proponents attempted to persuade the public of the viability of the project, giving 
technical information, social benefit and impact management packages. Most of the 
traditional leaders and local politicians supported the project.  
 
The opponents, speaking through legal experts, officially opposed the project 
claiming that despite its short term benefits, it has long term cost to the communities 
and the people of the area. The proponent chiefs counteracted this position using 
complex historical and customary narratives. The proponents followed up by giving 
assurances for further negotiation with the opposing side. Surprisingly, though some 
national NGO opponents were present but did not use the opportunity to campaign 
against the project. They mainly asked questions bothering on the environment and 
clarification by the company. This was at the time national opposition was subsiding.  



 
The opponent did not publicly respond to counteraction by the superior chief. They 
seemed to have accommodated. A second public hearing was organised at a latter 
date but this time no opposition to the project was observed, though the opponent 
participated. The meeting was mainly involved with bargaining between traditional 
authorities and the company on specific benefits and community projects. At this 
time, opposition to the project seemed to have ‘ended’ 
 
 
Results and discussion 
In the context of sustainable resource management, this may mean addressing 
substantive concerns such as access to forest resources and equitable sharing of 
benefits as well as relationship and procedural concerns. The studied conflicts show 
that actors exhibit conflict regulation capabilities through mobilization of resource 
and strategy deployments. However, within the context of the constructive limits 
within which conflict is perceived to be potentially beneficial to society, some lessons 
from the study point to the fact that some interventions are needed. For example, 
when farmer frustrations lead to intentional destruction of young regeneration and 
social tension they may have obvious ecological and social consequences which are 
not desirable. Moreover, if social and environmental concerns of mining activities 
cannot be addressed by local people, they may lead to social tensions and may 
aggravate the rural poverty situation. All these can create mistrust and 
uncooperative attitude which are social capital needed for society to optimize its 
potentials to overcome her problems. Particularly in the context of developing 
economies, where some people’s livelihoods are so connected to natural resources 
and in many cases, their participation and cooperation needed for the sustainability 
of the resource, self-regulation may have negative consequences. This is because, 
as has been demonstrated, as a result of constraints posed by opposing actors or 
systemic factors regarding some actors’ empowerment effort, they may be ‘forced’ to 
withdraw or accommodate. However, withdrawal or accommodation does not mean 
that actors would not cope with their situation. For instance, the fact that a farmer 
withdraws from a conflict with a contractor as a result of the frustration of avoidance 
will not prevent him from burning or uprooting a commercial seedling in his farm the 
following day. Thus, so long as sustainable resource management and sustainable 
development in general are value-laden concepts, the need for intervention in 
specific conflicts related to resource use policy and management can be demanded 
upon some ‘rational’ value judgments.  In this respect, intervention in itself is a 
political decision, especially when those with legitimate resources to intervene 
themselves have vested interest in the conflict.  
 
However, the call for intervention should not be interpreted to mean that all natural 
resource conflicts should be intervened in a sense that simply makes intervention a 
cooked-tool for regulating conflicts. Rather, the lessons from the study seem to 
suggest that intervention should be seen as any action that limits constraints to the 
empowerment efforts of actors. In other words, intervention is a means of providing 
infra-resource, both at systemic and actor levels, that allows resource mobilization 



and strategy deployment to achieve and effective and constructive influence. First, 
the study generally exemplified self-regulation as a natural tendency since actor-
empowerment is inherently a matter of human agency. It has been shown that 
farmers, in spite of their low resource capabilities, attempted to convince contractors 
to pay ‘adequate’ compensation, including even those who had little knowledge 
about formal rules. Again, the impairment by one NGO led to a huge coalitional 
campaign against forest-mining. Second, notwithstanding the self-regulation 
tendency, it was still observed that there were structural as well as individual actor 
constraints that impeded this natural tendency, and these are the points where 
intervention must occur. These points will be taken up and addressed in subsequent 
sections, drawing on the lessons from the empirical chapters. 

9.1.1 Intervention as creating influence boundaries 

 
The study has shown that in both self-regulated and third party involvement 
approaches, a fundamental infra resource is the existence of what can be called 
influence boundaries; a virtual institutional boundary within which actors are 
constrained to interact for mutual influence to occur, regardless of whether the 
outcome is win-win or not.  
 
The need for such a concept of influence boundary is demonstrated in all the conflict 
cases. For example, in many of the farmer-contractor conflicts, the interactions of 
the actors were conditioned by the presence or accessibility of the contractor or his 
agent in the community (relational geographical distance) and when timber 
operations such as logging, loading and transporting were ongoing. This business 
interest created a social relation between the contractors and the 
farmers/community. The combination of these realities constituted a geo-social time 
boundary within which actors were likely to be able to employ direct interactional 
influence strategies. Within this time boundary, the length of the chronological 
sequence was low when actors were able to reach settlement or influence the other 
to withdraw or accommodate. Otherwise, the chronological length may increase 
leading to long conflict episodes. Episodes with lower chronological length were 
encountered when either actors or one of them lived outside the geo-social time 
influence boundary. At the reserve and national levels, the constraint was in the form 
of a virtual enclosure with which only institutionally recognised members had the 
opportunity to engage in constructive influence. This made representation and 
membership in the institutionalised policy (decision) community critical conditions 
(infra-resources) for actor-empowerment. Thus, as elaborated in the mining conflicts, 
in spite of civil activists protest, both at national and some local levels, they could not 
penetrate the decision community to have equal ‘space’ to engage with others in 
constructive influence. This is virtually a scenario that resembles the geo-social 
constraint posed by the relative locations of farmers and contractors. These 
observations have implication for conflict management intervention strategies. It 
implies that in order to facilitate actor interactions, they must be kept within an 
influence boundary by ‘interlocking’ their interests and political representation to 
create space for their physical and political interaction.  



 
The notion of influence boundary has its conceptual rooting in social exchange 
theory postulated by Emerson (1964). The theory stipulates that if two persons are 
unequally dependent on one another for valued outcomes, the less dependent 
person has a power advantage over the other, and the relation is said to be power 
imbalanced. Power imbalance is predicted to lead to imbalance in exchange, with 
the more dependent person giving more than he or she receives (Molm, 1990). 
Basically, it suggests that when actors are kept within their influence boundary, 
conflict interactions are likely to proceed until the conflict is managed or at least a 
political space will be provided for interaction so far as actor interests are effectively 
inter-locked. On the other hand, if actors are ‘allowed’ to interact beyond their 
influence boundary without inter-locking their interests, it will serve as an opportunity 
(infra resource) for some actors and a constraint for others. Figure 9.1 represent the 
notion of influence boundary. 
 
When discussing infra resources, it was elaborated that, such an influence boundary 
may be an institutional mechanism to constrain and interlock actor interests so that 
they are ‘compelled’ to interact. Otherwise, participation and for that matter conflict 
management may not work as those who have the resources to ‘escape’ either by 
avoidance or by blocking others entrance into relevant decision-making platforms 
may choose to do so. In natural resource conflict, as demonstrated in this study, one 
area for policy intervention could be the institutionalization of such boundaries. Thus, 
one can argue to support, for instance, an open policy community at the national 
level that admits emerging interest groups such as green NGOs and civil society 
groups. In a decentralized political and administrative setting such as the case in 
Ghana, the institutionalization of such an open policy community could be extended 
to local decision-making processes to allow for example, local civil society activists 
to participate in official decision-making.  
 
Generally, while the specific form that such institutionalization may take will depend 
on the context, the point being made is that, unless a governance mechanism, at 
any level, exists to interlock the interests and political participation of natural 
resource conflict actors, mutual influence and empowered participation may not be 
achieved. It should not be taken for granted that the existence of public consultation 
processes such as the one which was used in the forest-mining conflicts at the 
reserve areas is a sufficient substitute5. This does not mean that such processes 
cannot be used to serve the purpose of mutual influence; its usefulness for this 
purpose will depend on how it is organised to provide deliberative space for all 
participants to learn and to deploy their influence strategies and resources in order 
to produce collective outcomes. 
 

                                                 
5
 Public organised consultation and participatory processes have received criticisms as they are usually used as 

instruments to perpetuate the interests of the public agency organising it (Daniels and Walker, 2001) 
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Figure 9.1 a diagrammatic presentation of influence boundary and the tendency of the chronological 

length of actors within such virtual boundaries. 
 
This is not to suggest that the institutionalization of such influence boundaries will be 
conflict-free or does not in itself involve power play. It is meant to say that, whoever 
is interested in why natural resource conflicts should be managed constructively 
should also see it as fundamental to conflict management. This leads to another 
implication of intervention, and that is, seeing intervention as a change in 
governance culture. 

9.1.2 Intervention as a change in governance culture 

 
Within a broader scope of natural resource policy-making and management, the 
creation of open policy community and decision-making process or using 
collaborative platforms for decision-making on substantive conflict issues may 
depend on the prevailing governance culture that defines how things are done. In 
the context of forest policy and implementation in Ghana for example, it was realised 
that policy-making is still within the purview of politicians and bureaucrats, with some 
consultations with established stakeholders, especially admitted pressure groups. 
Usually, technocrats draft policy content and ‘invite’ others to comment as 
exemplified by the formulation of the 1994 Forest and Wildlife Policy (Marfo, 2002). 
The formulation of the guidelines for mining in forest reserves which involved mainly 
members of the forestry and mining sector policy communities is a specific example 
from the study.  Such hierarchical governance culture does not simply open space 
for those outside the policy community to substantively shape policy content.  
 
When one comes down to the level of implementation, the same picture depicting 
close decision-making community is seen at the local and community level. Even 
though there may be a claim for decentralisation, resource governance may still 
revolve around the core policy-community members. As shown in the forest-mining 
conflicts at local levels, in all cases, the content of community interest or position 



were almost always determined by chiefs and local politicians, even in the face of 
clear popular discontent. Why this could happen was because the established 
governance culture imposes community representation on traditional and local 
government structures. This notwithstanding, the study has also shown that the 
potential for using such local political and traditional institutions within the 
decentralized system of governance for conflict management exist. This potential is 
exemplified by the large number of instances when these leadership structures were 
mobilised by conflict actors. This potential notwithstanding, it was observed that the 
lack of institutional legitimacy of chiefs to mediate or arbitrate in forest conflicts 
between community members and ‘outsiders’. However, the use of traditional social 
and institutional structures such as chiefs for conflict management roles such as 
mediation should be approached with care. Traditionally the roles of such third 
parties in conflicts were limited to authoritative and coercive strategies (Kom 1988)6. 
It should be noted that chiefs are not necessarily neutral and just, and measures to 
mitigate injustice and partiality should be put in place for their roles to be 
constructive. In any case, this will mean extending forest resource governance to 
embrace such parties and roles, thereby legitimising their functions. Currently, aside 
forestry officials, other potential mediators at the local level such as chiefs, 
Assemblymen and Unit Committee members do not have any direct role endorsed 
by law or any administrative functions in forest resource management. 
 
Thus, to intervene by creating influence boundary to interlock conflict actors to 
interact will depend first of all on creating a new governance culture that accepts 
plurality and diverse political representation or at least that allows the represented to 
demand accountability from representatives.  
 
Finally, intervention should not be interpreted as external definition of appropriate 
structures or new institutional arrangement. Rather, intervention should provide 
space or possibility for multiple demands by actors to be negotiated. For example, 
Marfo (2001) has shown that communities may want different structures to represent 
them in negotiation with external actors. While some may want chiefs to represent 
them as signatories because of their traditional authority, others may want a 
community development committee to represent them and negotiate for their 
interest. This may be due to trust in existing leadership structures, competence, 
historical events, level of political consciousness and beliefs in tradition. Intervention 
must allow space for such demands to emerge and be negotiated. 

9.1.3 Intervention as building conflict capability 

 
In a more instrumental sense, conflict management should be seen as intervention 
to give serious attention to building actor capacity for mobilization and use of 
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 Recent studies in rural governance and natural resource management (Ribot, 1999; Marfo 2004) give useful 

precautionary lessons to be observed if customary arbitration should be adopted 
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instrumental7 power resources. This is informed by observations in this study that 
the effectiveness of actor conflict capabilities depends on their ability to mobilize and 
deploy critical resources such as strategic framing, threats, social and civil networks, 
media, administrative legitimacy and so on. Realizing the disproportional distribution 
of orientational, institutional, social and socio-economic resources among conflict 
actors, conflict management should seek to build actor capacity to effectively 
mobilise and deploy ‘useful’ instrumental resources. The term ‘useful’ is intentionally 
used to emphasise that all power resources have potential usefulness and what can 
be called episodic usefulness/utility, and that it is the latter that contributes to actor 
empowerment in conflict. The study has demonstrated that, it is at the point of 
instrumentally using specific resources that issues like knowledge credibility, 
information on potential allies, communication skills of actors, capacity to facilitate 
multi-actor dialogue, usefulness of media, establishing prima facie case and so on 
become crucial empowerment tools.  
 
The actor-empowerment perspective posits that conflict management should seek to 
‘empower’ (now the term is used in the same sense as Bush and Folger, 1996) all 
actors for ‘independent’ activism. This is crucial because natural resource 
management is essentially conflict management (Castro and Nielsen, 2001) and that 
it should be perceived that actors are always active in one conflict field or the other. 
Therefore, one can agree with proponents of transformative processes that, building 
the conflict capability of actors in itself should be regarded as an end in conflict 
management. This means that there is the need for a paradigm shift for natural 
resource management to be seen as an actor-empowerment process that seeks to 
build the capacity of users and managers to effectively engage each other to define 
goals and policy directions. This notion is increasingly captured in emerging NRM 
approaches such as co-management (see Castro and Nielsen, 2001; Borrini-
Feyerabend et al., 2000). 
 
In this wise, building actor capacity to mobilize power resources in natural resource 
management means undertaking strategies to make indirect investments. There is a 
view held by some power scholars that when power resources are mobilized and 
exercised, some part of them are consumed in the process and that the use of 
power resources always involves opportunity costs (see Korpi, 1985). Capacity 
building can then be visualized as investments in power resources, noted by Korpi 
for example as present sacrifices through the conversion of resources in ways which 
can increase future benefits. Some areas of power resource investment can be 
highlighted from this study. First, the investment into the organization of actors to 
give them capacity for collective action is important to start with. The literature8 on 
power resource has several examples that attest to this investment as an important 
one that increases the effectiveness of most power resources. The specific lessons 

                                                 
7
 The term is not used here in a rigid sense that there is a category of resources which are labelled as such. 

However, depending on the context and assessment of specific actor situations, one may identify which 

resources are within actors reach and can be activated for influence. 
8
 The growth of ‚juristic persons’ and corporate actors throughout the past centuries and the growth of civil 

movements in national and global politics today attest to this. (see Korpi, 1985, van den Hombergh, 2004). 



from the study has been the critical agency that were achieved by green NGOs 
when they acted as a coalition and when farmers in a particular study community 
acted together to ‘chase away’ contractors. It has been observed in both cases how 
activism, in terms of organisation of advocacy or deployment of force, was largely 
enhanced compared to the scenarios where for example NGOs and farmers were 
acting alone. The important lesson being drawn here is that when actors are 
organised, cost of resource mobilization can reduce and effectiveness of resources 
augmented by increasing their liquidity (Korpi, 1985). Reflecting on stakeholder 
situation in the forestry sector of Ghana for example, it is realized that actors such as 
farmers and forest-fringe communities are prominent ones in many conflicts, yet they 
lack organization9. Actors who are not organised cannot effectively participate and 
would always have to be represented by others who may not advocate for their 
interest at all. Taking compensation conflicts for example, assuming that an 
intervention using collaborative learning were going to be used to negotiate 
appropriate levels of compensation, who will represent farmers in the forest zone in 
Ghana? In today’s situation, one can imagine that some farmers may be selected for 
the process, but who are they? Whom do they represent and what organised 
legitimacy do they possess? Such questions make it important for natural resource 
management to pay attention to stakeholder organization as power resource 
investment10.  
 
The second investment can be framed as conversion and consciousness, borrowing 
Korpi’s terminology, where attempts to affect ideologies, motives and beliefs are 
made. The term can be stretched to include attempts to increase actors’ knowledge 
and information base which can feed into effective persuasion. Persuasion is 
particularly mentioned here, especially for community and local level actors for a 
reason. This is because, the actors in the studied local conflicts showed a tendency 
to shift their strategies to more competitive ones. The first dimension precludes that 
since mobilizing different power resources are associated with differing costs, 
investing in low-cost normative resources such as beliefs and ideologies is an 
economical way of investment. The general assumption here, at least from power 
resource perspective, is that power is anterior to social norms and hence such 
investments can change the basis and orientation of action from the rational 
weighing of the relative utilities of alternative courses of action (Korpi, 1985:39). In 
this regard, natural resource management could invest in the conversion of 
generally-held opinions and prevailing norms on, for example, ‘what is the function of 
our forest’ and ‘why is stakeholder collaboration needed for sustainable resource 
management’11 .  In effect, such investments should create internalized values, 
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 It is interesting to note that even though cocoa is a leading export commodity and that the agricultural sector 

contributes significantly to the Ghanaian economy, there is no organised front for farmers at national and 

district levels. Even farmer groups at community-levels are not well organised (personal observation) 
10

 Whiles it can be agreed that one cannot absolutely avoid symbolic representation of certain stakeholders in all 

natural resource processes; I think that for natural resource conflict, stakeholder or actor representation must be 

based on well organised actor structures. Elsewhere, a critical view on community interest representation in 

forest policy and management negotiation is given  (Marfo, 2004b) 
11

 This normative transformation seems to have taken place in Europe where the purpose of forestlands is more 

for recreation and environmental functioning rather than for economic interests. 



which in effect, will influence the causal elements in conflict. For example, educating 
timber concessionaires or policy-makers about the strategic roles of farmers in the 
sustainability of timber resources or policy-makers can be an important conflict 
capability resource. 
 
The second dimension is about investing in critical instrumental resources such as 
information, capacity to mobilize strategic framing, mobilize dimensions of 
manipulation and institutional and administrative legitimacy. For example, the study 
has shown that in terms of actor capacity building for principled negotiation in 
farmer-contractor conflicts, both farmers and contractors’ had low capabilities in 
effective mobilisation and deployment of strategic problem framing (provision of 
evidence and quotation of relevant regulations etc) and cross-scale mobilisation of 
institutional resources. Thus, investing in critical information that allows actors to 
effectively engage each other in participatory processes in conflict management can 
be crucial. If ignorance is anything to be taken serious, then equipping actors with 
relevant information is critical to constructive conflict management. The study has 
shown how information was prominently used by the conflict actors and the role its 
‘perceived credibility’ played in enhancing or constraining actors’ empowerment 
efforts12. Particular to information, it was observed in this study, and also by others 
(see Berkes, 1995, 1999; Peuhkuri, 2002; Louis, 2004) that both expert 
(scientific/technical) and lay (indigenous) knowledge suffered credibility crises and 
intervention may focus on collaborative learning by providing platforms for conflict 
actors to jointly generate knowledge. For example, instead of depending on official 
valuation estimates of crop compensation, an action research, first building the 
respective capacities of farmers, contractors, forestry officials, local leaders, 
researchers etc in collaborative learning, may be used to jointly generate standards 
based on both scientific and farmer valuation criteria. In the same vain, collaborative 
learning could have been used to define national standards for critical ecosystems. 
In this sense an observation by Martinez-Alier (2001), writing in the context of the 
clash of knowledge in resource policy conflict, is well supported: 
 
“For policy, what is needed is not cost-benefit analysis but rather non-compensatory multi-criteria 
approach able to accommodate a plurality of incommensurable values” (: 167) 

 
It is important to note here that, building power resource capacity cannot be limited 
to conflict actors alone. From the perspective that natural resource management is 
essentially conflict management, the study further suggest that serious attention 
should be paid to institutional/professional capacity-building in the facilitation of 
conflict management mechanisms. Within a broader sense, natural resource 
institutions should also be able to mobilize critical infra and instrumental resources, 
as it is imaginable that state institutions for example may be involved in conflict with 
say private interests. In the forest-mining case, there were instances where the 
district forestry office was against mining. In terms of capacity to facilitate conflict 
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 Participation alone cannot lead to feasible solutions without appropriate information and research provided 

by experts and local people (Walker and Daniels, 1997) 



management, the Researcher’s observation (and also others13) from the field has 
been that forestry officials in general lacked capacity for mediating conflicts, and in 
some cases their actions/inactions fuelled conflicts to more destructive ends. For 
instance, farmers may resort to ‘illegally’ selling other trees on their farm to chainsaw 
operators or destroy seedlings of economic trees in some instances where forestry 
officials failed to mediate their conflicts with contractors on previous compensation 
issues14.  If policy also means the structured allocation of important resources, then 
many public administrative agencies with management responsibilities over natural 
resources, at least in Ghana, do not have dedicated professionals or units trained for 
conflict management. For instance, notwithstanding a great deal of evidence that 
forest management in Ghana is highly characterized by conflicts, both from historical 
and contemporary views, there is no Unit within the Forestry Commission, for 
example, dedicated to forest conflict management, in a sense that reflects the 
perspectives in this study.  
 
Finally, it is important to end this section with the need to see intervention also as 
building capacity for enforcement of conflict management outcomes. In a very broad 
sense, the existence of impartial judiciary and policy instruments that sanction or 
rewards compliance with negotiated outcomes of conflict management processes 
can be a very useful investment.  Thus, the promotion of good governance, rule of 
law and democratization of countries rich with natural resources, like Ghana, to a 
larger extent is providing empowering environment for conflict management, 
particular in enforcement of outcomes of stakeholder processes. As shown in the 
compensation conflicts for example, even when farmers and contractors engaged in 
bargaining to reach agreement on compensation, they were never put in forms that 
were legally tenable; they only sustained their agreement by verbal repetitions. This 
gave room for the use of promises by contractors to work effectively and further 
constrained other efforts to secure payments. The legitimization of such conflict 
management outcomes seem to be more critical at the inter-actor and local level 
conflicts where no rigid institutional arrangements exist that formalizes actor 
interactions. 
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